Special Needs Soccer - Session Three - Overview

1. Check in Volunteers & Players
   -- Create Name Tags For New Players, Check that each player has: Shin-guards, a ball and plenty of water.
   -- Early arrivals can take shots on a Pugg goal from a predetermined spot, one at a time, or dribble around the perimeter of field. **Volunteers**: One Goalie, One shot organizer.

2. Start Session Sitting In A Large Circle
   -- Coach Introduction, Volunteer Introduction, Player Introduction

3. Warm Up - Soccer Golf
   -- Set up 6 to 8 tall cones with a flat cone "hat" (see diagram below) around the designated 30 x 25 yard "Golf Course" -- far enough apart to eliminate too many Players in one area.
   -- Players team up with their Volunteer partner and try to hit the "Golf Holes" (cones) with their ball by passing.
   Each pass is a "stroke." Players try to hit the cones with the least number of passes.
   -- Score is kept by topping a player's personal best. Select a new Golf Hole after each successful strike. If a player knocks over the cone, have him/her reset it for the next player.
   -- Coaching Points: Work on proper technique in accordance with a player's ability. Have Players look up at the target (cone) before each pass.

4. London Bridge
   -- Players and Volunteers team up with one ball. Players have the ball and follow their Volunteers around the field.
   The Volunteer zig-zags around the defined area making it challenging for the Player to follow based on ability.
   -- When the Coach yells "London Bridge!" - the Volunteers stops in their tracks and spreads their legs, creating a large opening. The Player then has to pass the ball between the Volunteer's legs from behind. The Player/Partner then switch roles with the Volunteer following the Player around until the next "London Bridge!" is called. The Players/Volunteers continue to switch roles every time "London Bridge!" is called.
   -- Water Break

5. Gatekeeper
   -- Set up 8-10 sets of Gates around a defined area by placing two flat cones about 6 feet apart. Gates should be placed randomly, and not in a specified pattern.
   -- Players are teamed with another Player of like-ability or a Volunteer. Each team has to pass the ball between the gates on the field. Teams cannot go through the same gate consecutively. Teams count how many gates they can pass through during each 3 minute round. Teams try and best their previous best score.
   -- Coaching Points: Dribble to one side of the gate and the other player has to "move off the ball" into position at the other side of the gate. Players need to keep their head up when moving to the next closest gate.
   -- Water Break

6. Small Sided Games
   -- Match equally skilled players together and play 3v3 / 5v5 games with Pugg goals, no goalies.
   -- Small sides ensure plenty of touches
   -- Volunteers assist players in need
   -- Extra Volunteers position themselves around the field to send balls back into play or assist with throw-ins/kick-ins when the ball goes far out of bounds.
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- Warm Up - Soccer Golf
  -- Set up 6 to 8 tall cones with a flat cone "hat" (see diagram below) around the designated 30 x 25 yard "Golf Course" -- far enough apart to eliminate too many Players in one area.
  -- Players team up with their Volunteer partner and try to hit the "Golf Holes" (cones) with their ball by passing. Each pass is a "stroke." Players try to hit the cones with the least number of passes.
  -- Score is kept by topping a player's personal best. Select a new Golf Hole after each successful strike. If a player knocks over the cone, have him/her reset it for the next player.
  -- Coaching Points: Work on proper technique in accordance with a player's ability. Have Players look up at the hole before each pass.

~30 Yards (If Needed, Modify Area So Players Have Plenty of Space)
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- London Bridge
  - Players and Volunteers team up with one ball. Players have the ball and follow their Volunteers around the field. The Volunteer zig-zags around the defined area making it challenging for the Player to follow based on ability.
  - When the Coach yells "London Bridge!" - the Volunteers stops in their tracks and spreads their legs, creating a large opening. The Player then has to pass the ball between the Volunteer’s legs from behind. The Player/Partner then switch roles with the Volunteer following the Player around until the next "London Bridge!" is called. The Players/Volunteers continue to switch roles every time "London Bridge!" is called.
  - Water Break

~30 Yards (If Needed, Modify Width So Players Have Plenty of Space)
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- Gatekeeper
  -- Set up 8-10 sets of Gates around a defined area by placing two flat cones about 6 feet apart. Gates should be placed randomly and not in a specified pattern.
  -- Players are teamed with another Player of like-ability or a Volunteer. Each team has to pass the ball between the gates on the field. Teams cannot go through the same gate consecutively. Teams count how many gates they can pass through during each 3 minute round. Teams try and best their previous best score.
  -- Coaching Points: Dribble to one side of the gate and the other player has to "move off the ball" into position at the other side of the gate. Players need to keep their head up when moving to the next closest gate.
  -- Water Break

~30 Yards (If Needed, Modify Area So Players Have Plenty of Space)

Players of the same ability level can be paired

~25 Yards

- Run
- Pass
- Dribble
- Player
- Volunteer
- Flat Cone
- Tall Cone
- Green Gate
- Flat Cone
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- Small Sided Games

  Match equally skilled players together and play 3v3 / 5v5 games with Pugg goals, no goalies. Volunteers assist players in the field as needed. Coach referee's the action and provides "Coaching Points" to individual players during the course of the game, but never stops play to do so. Volunteers along sidelines tap ball back into play to prevent it from going out. However, when a ball goes way out of bounds, players perform throw-ins and goal kicks (add corner kicks if players are more advanced). Blatant, deliberate fouls are always called to control the game. A kick off (restart) is performed in the middle of the field after every goal. Frequent team and individual water breaks as needed.
Support Our Sponsors!

Storelli - Advanced Soccer Protection

Storelli - ExoShield HeadGuard

What They Say:
“Quite simply, the most protective soccer headgear on the market.”

What We Say:
Tested extensively during the Summer of 2013, Special Needs Soccer found the protection easily exceeds other products currently on the market with excellent padding and a stylish, elegant design that children and adults will want to wear.

Features:
- Outperforms traditional headguards in scientific protection testing and reduces the effect of G-forces by over 50%.
- Sleek design avoids traditional “helmet” look while still maximizing protection in key areas.
- Constructed specifically for soccer with best-in-class materials to provide superior impact absorption, temperature control, breathability and comfort.
- Incorporates the same innovative, lightweight open-cell viscoelastic foam used in combat-grade military helmet liners.

Order Now for only $59.99 • Storelli.com

Your Company Here!

Sponsor Special Needs Soccer!

It takes quite a volunteer effort to develop, test and create the curriculum you’re holding in your hands here. Please support Special Needs Soccer with this unique marketing opportunity or by simply donating to our endeavor. All proceeds go directly to providing essential information and coaching materials to anyone who conducts a special needs soccer program, or is looking to start one.

Present your company’s products and/or services to a qualified Special Needs community with an advertisement embedded directly into our curriculum. Showcase a product, present a special deal, offer a coupon – it’s simple and easy to create a valuable and rewarding promotion!

Call us today to learn more about how you can support Special Needs Soccer via this unique platform: 516.399.0570 // info@specialneedssoccer.com